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Page 3,
Paragraph 9,

- Add the following to the end of ~hc paragraph:
"by identifying the financial, economic and other resources which,
in addition to those provided by African Governments, would
corrtr i.bur cd to the att.ainment of t.hr objectives of the Priority
Progr.:.nt.uc:! •

Page 4,
Paragraph 11,

- The first s ent.encc should begin;
IIAt the he Lqh t, of t.ho emergency s i t uari.on from 1983 to 1985 •••
••• 11 The .rest remains unchanged

Paragraph 12,
- In the fourth sentence, dc Le r e chc world IITherefore" and begin

the sentenCE: by "unless~ •• "~ the res-c I:"emains unchanged.

Paragraph 13,
- changes only in the FrE:nch text.

Page 5,
Paragraph 16,

- changes only in the French text.

Paragraph 17,
- In tlJe s ccond sentence replace "ma r ko ti.nq and distribution systems"

with "defectiv2 mar ke t.i nq and distribution systems".

Page 7,
Paragraph 21,

The t.b i.x-d
structural

- Delete the

scntenc2 should begin "So also is
transformation ••• "
word "a t.ruct.ur a L'' before ': f Le x.i.b i Lf t.y'",

the necessary

Page 8,
Paragrapll 25,

- Delete t.he third sent.ence which beqLus. "Unless •

Paragraph 26,
- In the third sentence delete "Lt. is <-i matter for serious debate

whether II and t.he i wo r da "over-rpopu La t o-i o r "

~( "

Pal'agraph 26,
- In the f0 1) r t t sentence replace "popnLat.Lon problem" with "food

probLem" •
Replace the fifth scnt.ence with -t.h-: fullowing: "Therefore, African:
countries should push f o r t.hG a tta t.nme nt; , within the 'shortest
possible time~· of an agro-food pcoduction growth rate of at least
equal to the population growth rate ",
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Page 9:
Paragraph 30.

- .Ln.. the sccono sentence replace the word "serious" by the word
"cumber some "

- Replace the fourth sentence by the follo">1ing: ~'In relation to
exports, Africa I s total external indebtedness more than doubled
from 1974-l98~ and accoun~ed for nearly 50 per cent of its GOP.

Page 10:
Paragraph 32,

- changes only in the French text.

Page 10:
Paragraph 34,

- changes only in the French text.

Page 11:
Paragraph 37,

- Replace the closing phrase: "in a manner that would ensure
compatibility between demographic trends and the desired rate
of economic growth and development ", by the new sentence
flTherefore.. African countries should push for the attainment,
wi thin the shortest possible time.. of an agro-food production
growth rate at least equal to the population growth rate".

Paragraph 39,
- In the first sentence insert II financial u between the words

"conccssional" and liresourcosll~

Page 12:
Paragraph 43,.

- chanqc s only in the French tt:xt ..

Page 14-15:
Paragraph 47,

- Replace the fi~st sentence of subparagraph (a) by the following:
"Pr-ecLeeLy because the structural transformation of the African
economics is a long--term endeavour, the process must be started
immediai.:cly and urgently"
In the second sentence of aubpa.raqz-aph {a ~, the words "over the
next five y~arsl1 should be replaced by "from 1986 to 1990"
In subparaqraph (el, the first sentence should be replaced by
the following" "If that goal is to be realized, the support of
the Lnt.c rna t i onaL community should go beyond the mere flow of
f i nenc i.a L resources" ..

Page 17:
Paragraph 50 (b)

- Move the third and fourth sentences to the end of the paragraph

Page 21:
Paragraph 51 (a)

- changes only in the French text.
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instabilities in the prices
prices a~d stabilizing the

t nscrt the words:

Page 22:
Paragraph 51 (c) (ii)

- After "prot.ec t Lcnaem"
countries"

Paragraph 51 (c) (ivJ
- Replace "effectively reducing the

and by setting fair and remunerative
Paragraph 51 (dl

- changes only in the French text.

"of the developed

Page 31:
- After the head~ng 4. AFRICA'S PRIORITY PROG~1ME FOR ECONOMIC

RECOVERY 1986-1990 insert the sUbheading - "Description"
Paragraph 63, third sentence

- Replace ..in the next five years" by the words: II in the years
1936 to 1990"

raragraph 64 second sentence
- Replace llstatement tl by the word "sign ll•

Paragraph 65,
- Delete the first two sentences

Page 32:
Paragraph 67, first sentence

- Replace lithe past year" by '11985"
Paragraph 69,

- ~eplace the first" sentence by the following text,
- "In adopting the Priority Programme the African governments

fully aware of the tremendous amount of domestic effort
will have to be made for its effective implementation lJ

were
that

Page "33'
Paragraph 71,

- Remove this paragraph and insert it after present paragraph 74.
Insert a new sentence beginning- read{ng:
"The financial support requested of the international community
should be extended on terms which will make it possible to achieve"
the objectives of the Priority Recovery Programme, for it must
be stressed II.

The remainder of the text is unchanged. Paragraphs should be
renumbered accordingly.

Paragraph 71,
- Deleto the fifth sentence.

Page 34,
Immediately after present paragraph 72,
- Insert a new paragraph reading:
-liThe support of the international community
at various levels and should take various
available through various modalities

should be
forms and

provided
be made
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Page.. 33-34
. Immediitely before prese~~ paragraph 73,

';;;rn~ert the heading: . ~
,A1:;'tffe financial level

Immediately before present paragraph 74,
. - Insert the heading: .

At the qeneral economic'level
Immedi~te1y before,paragraph 76, .

- insert the heading: .
Kt the level of th'i' international economic environment

J

Page 35: ...
Paragra!llt~1'7, first

- RcP~acienthe

sentence
\

debt problem" b¥ the words "its debt problem"

Page 38:
Paragraph 86,

- Replace the fir.st. sentence by the following "The adjustm~nt.

programmes have not made it possible to increase GNP, but have
enabled their financial deficit to be reduced.

Page 44:
Paragraph 110,

- Replace the first sentence by:
"The Sudan was al-so seriously affected by the drought of 1983
1985. Cereal production fell from 5 million tons in 1982 to
2.1 million tons in 1985. The country therefore had to import

. 2.45 'million tons to feed more than 6 million people in the east
and west· regions. . The .prolonged drought also had th" effect
of displacin! the, inhabitants from their native lands towards
urban areas,~ especially along the River Nile and around the
administrative centre_ The Sudan lost 55 per cent of its
livestock. Although, food production this year was satisfactory,
there are ·still. about 4 million people in the west region living
under pressure f!Om famine and 400,000 of them are starving."

•

49. •
Under E. THE SAHEL; by the following worda:
Paragraph 130, ,

~epla.~e~', $e~Ondsentence llwhich from one year in- width"
the~911,?wing words. "which advances each year by some 20 km."

Page 50.
Paragraph 134,

Changes only in the French text.

Page 77.
'Paraqraph 228,

- Changes ori;l;¥ ·,'in the French text.
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